
HOLISTIC DESIGN STUDIO



GLOU STUDIO is a holistic design studio based in Mexico City.

We inspire connection through intention. We offer a variety of healing 
goods and experiences that incorporate a modern take on herbalism, 
astrology and shamanic practices to inspire personal growth and shift 
collective and societal consciousness.



GLOU was founded by Gloria (Glo) Mayne Davó in 2018. This project emerges from her several years of study of 
the healing arts, an affinity for Mexican artisan design and more than a decade of leadership with social impact 
projects. 
 
Our products and experiences are mindfully designed to promote wellbeing, sustainability and to support the 
businesses and traditions of local families and artisans in our production chain. 

Our healing goods are handcrafted with 100% natural materials, and are locally sourced from artisans and small 
businesses across Mexico.



C A N D L E S   |   I N C E N S E    |    E X P E R I E N C E S



 H E A L I N G  C A N D L E S

:: Our candles are unique, made from local, recycled 
and hand-blown glass, 100% natural coconut or 
beeswax, gemstones native to Latin America and 100% 
pure essential oils. 

:: Each candle is a ritual. They are specially designed for 
clients to connect with a specific intention and benefit 
from a variety of healing properties inherent in its 
materials.

:: The gemstones have been moon-charged, and each 
candle is hand-poured and infused with divine light 
originating from ancient Tibetan Buddhist practices.

:: Our candles come in a variety of sizes and vessel 
colors, depending on availability. We also work 
with our partners to customize vessel and intention 
combinations.



C O L L E C T I O N 

wisdom intuition
lavender + amethyst quartz

meditation
beeswax + fluorite crystal

clarity
citrus + citrine quartz

frankinsence + white 
aragonite crystal 



C O L L E C T I O N

creation
sage + tiger’s eye 

balance
eucalyptus + carnelian red 
agate

love
ylang-ylang + rose quartz

tierra
cedarwood + moss agate



P R O P E R T I E S

Aromatherapy
Plant aromas have metaphysical principles used for physical, mental 
and emotional healing. The essential oils infused in our candles are 
100% natural extracts from plants that have been mindfully chosen 
for their vibrational elements that align with the intention of each 
candle. 

Healing Gemstones
Each gemstone has been selected based on its healing elements and 
association with specific chakras and planetary energy. All gemstones 
are cleansed and charged under full moon to augment its properties. 

Divine Light
Infused in each candle to purify, heighten the vibration and magnify 
the energy of each intention. 



GLOU candles are mindfully designed to be as sustainable as possible while supporting 
the livelihoods of local families and artisans in our supply chain.  
 
When you buy GLOU, you are supporting the production of local, sustainable, artisanal 
goods. 
 
:: Coconut wax is organic and sourced from a small business in Michoacan, México.
:: Beeswax is cruelty-free and sourced from a cooperative in Puebla, México.
:: Gemstones are native to Latin America and sourced from small businesses in Mexico City.
:: We use 100% natural essential oils. 
:: Candle vessels are made from recycled glass and hand-blown by artisans at a family-owned workshop 
in Mexico City.
:: Tierra candle vessels and other limited edition products  are handmade of black clay by artisans in 
San Bartolo Coyotepec, Oaxaca.
:: Carrier bag is made from natural cotton and sourced locally.

S U S T A I N A B L E   S O U R C I N G   



A C C E S S O R I E S

P A C K A G I N G
Locally sourced cotton bag 

L A B E L 
Each label is designed to represent to properties of each candle. On the reverse 
side you will find the mantra along with the planetary properties elements, chakra, 

plants and gemstone associated with each intention.  
 

Exemple: meditation
Label available in English

M A T C H B O X
Designed with GLOU graphic line

Includes 30 matches



CHARACTERISTICS - HEALING CANDLE LINE MINI BLACK 8 ORB BLACK CLAY AMBAR | BLACK 10 

Dimensions 8 x 5 8x8 9x8 9 x9 10x8

Recycled glass vessel hand-blown by artisans in CDMX x x x - x

Black clay vessel handcrafted by artisans in San Bartolo 
Coyotepec, Oaxaca

- - - x -

Coconut wax x x x x x
Beeswax x x - - -

100% natural, therapeutic grade essential oils x x x x x
Gemstones originating from Mexico and Brazil x x x x x
Burn time 20 h 35- 40h 40 - 50 40-50 50 - 60 

Net weight 4.2 oz / 120g 8 oz / 225g 9.8 oz / 280g 12.3 oz / 350g 12.3 oz / 350g

Natural cotton bag, locally sourced with GLOU stamp x x x x x
Matchbox included, with GLOU design elements x x x x x
Label with GLOU design elements representing elements 
and properties of each candle intention x x x x x

Available intentions All except Tierra All except Tierra All except Meditation 
and  Tierra

Tierra All except Meditation and  
Tierra

Retail price  (MXN) 400 600 600 600 750

Wholesale orders, minimum 50 units (-35%) 292.5 390 390 390 487.5

Wholesale orders, minimum 100 units (-50%) 225 300 300 300 375



INCENSE HOLDERS
Natural clay incense holders designed and handmade in 
Mexico City by women ceramists. Three variants: arena 

(matte), tierra (gloss) and violet (matte).

retail price: 350 mxn

INCENSE 
 
:: Artisanal hand-rolled copal (bundle, 10 sticks)
:: Satya Midnight (imported, 12 sticks)

retail price: 90 mxn

Each incense holder, incense bundle and smudge hit comes 
with its own locally sourced natural cotton bag with GLOU 
stamp and custom matches.



::Sustainably sourced abalone shells 
retail price: 260 mxn 

::Mini sage bundle, white California sage (imported)
retail  price: 90 mxn

Abalone shell + sage: retail price 350 mxn

SMUDGE KITS



 

CHARACTERISTICS  INCENSE HOLDER COPAL SAGE ABALONE SHELLS

Dismensions 12cm 2.5x27cm 10.5cm 12.7cm

Handmade x x x -

Made in México x x - x

Burn time - 2h 1h (slow burn 
recommended)

-

Net weight 225g 70g 70g 200g

All-natural, locally 
sourced cotton bag

x x x x

Matchbox included, 30 
matches

x x x x

Can be combined with 
other products and 
purchased as a kit

x x x x

Available colors Arena, Tierra, Violet - - Red abalone

Retail price  MXN 300 90 90 260

Wholesale price, mini-
mum 50 units (-35%)

195 68 68 169

Wholesale price, mini-
mum 100 units (-50%)

150 45 45 130



SPECIAL ORDERS

 
We work with you via private consultation to design a candle 
or variety of tailor made products for the intention of your 
order.
 
:: special events
:: spaces
:: retreats
:: workshops
:: weddings
:: hotels and spas
:: concept stores
:: client and staFF giFT

:: brands with cultural strategies
:: co-branded merchandise



E X P E R I E N C E S 
GLOU offers additional rituals and healing services by request. 
We work with individuals and design mindful collaborations with 
women’s groups, meditation circles, intentional physical spaces, 
retreats, value-driven brands and businesses with cultural strategies.  

:: astral chart readings
:: cleanses (persons and spaces)
:: Meditations
:: Experience desgin and custom ceremonies



Gloria Mayne Davó
Founder and Creative Director
hola@glou.studio 
IG @glou.studio
+52 1 55 4097 6734
www.glou.studio


